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Mahershala Madness!!
By Kiera O’Hara-Heinz
Associate Editor

On Friday, February 25, 2022, Academy Award Winning actor and SMC
Alumni Mahershala Ali visited Saint
Mary’s LeFevre Theatre and engaged
with students in a Q&A following a
screening of his new film, Swan Song.
Ali spoke about finding balance and
fulfillment in life and shared some fun
anecdotes about his time at Saint Mary’s.
Swan Song, the film Ali came to speak
about, follows the journey of a man who
faces the option of cloning himself as a
replacement for his family after being
diagnosed with a terminal illness. The
film beautifully addresses the concepts
of death, memory, and closure in sensitive, yet innovative ways.
The theater was crowded, with the audience chattering in anticipation before
Ali came on stage. The Q&A portion
of the event was led by Saint Mary’s se-

nior Anahi Torres, who engaged Ali in
playful banter and asked a number of
thoughtful prompting questions.
Torres began the Q&A by asking Ali
what his favorite part of the film was. He
shared that the message he took away
from Swan Song was that although we
may not have the option to clone ourselves, like the protagonist in the film,
Cameron, we do have an option to take
control of our lives.
“I believe each and every one of us
has a Jack, a potential that is ready to
be manifested,” Ali shared. The rest of
his advice took on this theme of balance and living a fulfilling life. Torres
acknowledged Ali’s fame and success as
an actor and asked him how his time at
Saint Mary’s contributed to his success.
He shared that he looks at “being successful as being whole, being fulfilled,
being balanced.” This balance is something he attributes to his time at Saint
Mary’s where he demonstrated he was

more than just a basketball player and
made an effort to foster other hobbies
on campus like DJing a radio show with
KSMC, writing poetry, and acting.
Before opening the Q&A up to audience questions, Dr. Evette Castillo
Clark, Associate Vice President for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, teased
Ali that she would be testing his memory of the names of all the resident halls
he lived in during his time at SMC. Ali
went on to share an anecdote about his
first night of college in Justin Hall when
the fire alarm went off after someone
put a firecracker in his room that lit the
curtains on fire. The story made many
students laugh, and Castillo Clark acknowledged that late-night fire alarms
are a near-universal experience at SMC.
The event ended with questions from
the audience and two students were able
to ask for career advice from Ali, who
shared that he is always trying to find
things that wake him up and excite him.
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The Collegian is the official newspaper of Saint
Marys College, published weekly, except during
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reporting of news. If a report is wrong or misleading, a request for a correction or clarification may
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“To act upon one’s conviction while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice-”
-Ted Turner

On Saturday, February 12th, the Black Student Union
(BSU) and Black Lives Matter Committee kicked off
SMC’s 44 Days: Honoring Black History with the fifth
annual Black Student Convocation. This year, the Convocation centered around “Power, Pride, and Purpose”
as an ongoing theme for the following 44 Days events.
Open to Black members of the Saint Mary’s community
and allies, this event consisted of keynote speakers, panel
discussions, career advice break-out sessions, and other
community-building events. This event was a space for
Black students, staff, faculty, and alumni to learn, reflect,
pray, share, and hope as an incredible celebration of the
Black community at Saint Mary’s College.
This year, the Black Student Convocation focused on
their “eclectic panel of trailblazing professionals” who
shared “their journeys to becoming leaders in their
industries: from winemaking to law enforcement to
chemistry and beyond.” The speakers discussed “some of
the specific challenges they faced as Black professionals
in their industry and how they navigated those challenges to command positions of leadership.” Overall, the
panelists shared “some of the specific challenges they
faced as Black professionals in their industry and how
they navigated those challenges to command positions of
leadership.”
The event began with breakfast and a breathtaking
dance tribute by Olivia Rose ‘22. Brother Charles then
recited the opening prayer and Dr. Robin Dunn (BLM
Faculty Co-Chair) completed a land acknowledgment,
reminding the audience of the necessary reconciliation
and reclamation of the Miwok, Yokut, and Ohlone tribes.
Her words echo the sentiment that Native and Indigenous people are “still here and working for the right to
survive in this country.”
Jessie Frank ‘22 and Sean
Alexander of Public Safety
then invited the audience
to sing along to the Black
National Anthem (though,
who could compete with
their vocals? Many audience members were visibly
moved by their angelic
voices so early in the morning).
President Richard Plumb,
Executive Vice President
and Provost Corey Cook,
Dean of Admissions Sherie
Gilmore-Cleveland, Executive Director of Public Safety Hampton Cantrell, and
Associate Vice President
of Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion Dr. Evette Castillo-Clark all gave words
of encouragement and
acknowledgment. Plumb
reminded the audience that,
(Image Courtesy Saint Mary’s
in the current socio-political
climate, this is “not a time to step back,” saying that “if
we work together we can make change.” Cook followed
Plumb’s message by reading Frederick Douglass’s words
“If there is no struggle, there is no progress.” Gilmore-Cleveland encouraged purpose with the following
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321 days of the year, and Cantrell committed “to be
present to those who want to make a difference and to
volunteerism to uplift the community.” Castillo-Clark
followed by reminding the room that “your voice and
experience matters to me.”
Next, Lila Leath of Public Safety introduced the first
of the two speakers, Be’Anka Ashaolu ‘08. Ashaolu is an
alumnus of SMC who pursued a career in marketing and
also founded Nirvana Soul Coffee House with her sister,
Jeronica Macey. She shared that her time at SMC was
“beautiful and complicated.” Her struggles with mental
health, along with the difference she felt from other students as a first-generation college student and a product
of public schooling, made her feel like an outsider. However, receiving support from her professors helped her
leave SMC “aware and proud of her Blackness.” Ashaolu
has gone on to found Nirvana Soul all on her own—or, at
least with her sister—and is the youngest and only Black
higher-level associate of the marketing company she now
works for. She left the audience with a few pearls of wisdom: “The thing about purpose is it’s like a train station,”
“It’s not on you, it’s in you,” and the refreshing “Enjoy life
more.”
Shilei Bell-Lipsey was the next speaker to share her
story of being a Saint Mary’s student. Bell-Lipsey is
currently a senior at Saint Mary’s as well as the President
of the Black Student Union. She began her speech with
the message “power is something that we all encompass.”
Bell-Lipsey described how community was something
that she found by visiting after attending the Intercultural Center on campus. Within the first few days of her first
year, she attended an event at the Intercultural Center.
Leaving the event that day, she “felt more like herself.”
After she received an offer for a job at the Intercultural
Center, she shares she felt even more empowered “to create that sense of pride in that sense of community.” She
concluded with, “I know
that I made connections,
showed up for people, and
supported them. I found
and made community. I
tried”
The Black Student
Convocation ended with a
Q&A session, moderated
by Senior Myles McAroy.
Panelists Jeronica Macey,
Be’Anka Ashaolu, Paula
Harrell, and Troy Clark
shared the obstacles they
went through to get to
where they are as professionals today. The panelists
also focused on their life
experiences of being people of color in white-dominant career paths and
how it has affected them,
and how their education
has supported their life
now. “With all challenges,
comes opportunity. You
College of California)
have to make a commitment
to what you do, accept its reality and prepare for it,” says
Clark.
The Black Student Convocation was especially commemorative and informative and began 44 Days in an
unparalleled way.

Oakland First Friday Taking Place on March 4th

By Isabelle Delostrinos
Culture Columnist

It’s no question that the Bay Area has
a rich culture. From Berkeley to Oakland and San Francisco, we are neighbors
to some of the most unique cities. Just a
BART ride away, we have access to the fast
pace of Powell Street or the beauty of Lake
Merritt. However, one of the most exclusive and popular events the Bay Area is
known for only takes place once a month.
Oakland First Fridays is a community event hosted by and for the people of
Oakland. Every first Friday of the month,
Oakland residents gather at Telegraph Avenue to support local businesses and artists. From food booths, painted canvases,
and live music, First Fridays are seen as
a festival that uplifts the greatness within
our very own communities.
First Fridays became a hit since its first
debut in 2011. As popularity grew, the
Korean/Northgate Community Benefit
District (KONO) acknowledged the importance of the event and took over its
operations in 2014. Since then, the community has dedicated every first Friday of
the month to their neighbors. This festival looks to break the barriers between
local small businesses and their customers. In an era where Prime Delivery and
e-commerce exist, small businesses find
it difficult to compete with giant corporations. First Fridays give local businesses the chance to showcase their work, all
while making genuine connections with
their community. Organizers prioritize
Oakland-based businesses to ensure each
booth is filled with entrepreneurs from
the host city. Community-wide initiatives

Afrobeat: A
Revolutionary Genre
By Jenevive Monroe
News Reporter

(Image Courtesy Writer)
also take place by encouraging event-goers
to participate in food, toy, clothing drives,
and much more.
The monthly event is one of the most
important events the city offers. Not only
is it such a special experience, but it keeps
the city thriving. With over thousands attending every month, money spent from
event guests goes directly back into the
community. The past two years of the
pandemic heavily impacted marginalized
communities like Oakland. First Fridays
have become a cornerstone for entrepreneurs and artists to connect and grow their
brands. Investing in these businesses reassures them that the city supports their craft
and hard work.
If you still need plans for this Friday,
round up your group of friends and head
over to Telegraph Avenue! Festivities begin
at 5 PM and go until 9 PM. The event is free
to everyone: just walk up and join the party. You’ll be able to shop for unique crafts
and goods, enjoy live entertainment and

view art pieces throughout the night. Don’t
miss out on this special event and be fully
immersed in the rich culture Oakland has.
Directions from campus:
Start at the Orinda Bart Station
Hop on a train heading towards the San
Francisco International Airport
Get off at 19th St. Oakland
Follow signs for Broadway and 20th
Street
Walk down Broadway
Turn left on 20th Street
Turn right on Telegraph Avenue
For up-to-date information, follow @
oakfirstfridays on Instagram.
To learn more about the event and initiatives head to oaklandfirstfridays.org.
There, you can also sign up to be a vendor,
performer, or volunteer. You’ll also be able
to find the online merchandise shop and
gofundme to directly support the event.

Russian Invasion of Ukraine Poses Global Threat
By Jenevive Monroe
News Reporter

Diplomatic efforts fell short late February when Russian President Vladimir
Putin decreed the independence of two
separatist regions in Eastern Ukraine.
Several rounds of negotiations between
envoys from Russia, Ukraine, France,
and Germany did little to amend the
broken Minsk Peace Deal, an agreement that eased tensions between the
two countries after the 2014 war in the
Donbas region of Ukraine.
Putin’s most recent military actions
came after multiple videos were released by seperatist leaders in Ukraine,
including calls for evacuation due to alleged Ukrainian “aggression” being imposed against separatist regions. Several days after the first video, seperatist
leaders posted another statement asking Russia to recognize their regions’
independence and respond to the alleged “aggression”.
NATO and the United States have
spoken out against these videos as a
fabricated pretext for Russia to invade
and reclaim the post-Soviet state. According to TIME Magazine, the data
embedded in the video showed their
speeches to be pre-recorded two days
prior to its release, while the region was
still calm.
This has resulted in a global divide:
NATO alongside other world leaders

have taken action by imposing economic sanctions against Russia and
aiding billions of dollars
to Ukraine’s humanitarian aid and economy.
An international wave of
condemnation hits Russia
from Europe, Australia,
Japan, Taiwan, and many
others with China being
(Images Courtesy Writer)
the exception.
These sanctions aim to motivate the Russian government to stop it’s invasion and prioritize the country’s
independence. Economic devastation or global conflict
awaits the world should Putin continue Westward. If
Putin succeeds in conquering Ukraine and occupying
Belarus, Russian forces will have access to several key
borders of Europe. The uncertainty of these conditions would make defending NATO’s Eastern countries,
including the Baltic nations, significantly harder. As
Ukrainian citizens struggle to flee Eastward, global leaders band together for the unknown conflict ahead.

Afrobeat is a collection of jazz and funk
rhythms, extended instrumental solos, and
highlife music. This music genre has not only
gained immense popularity from pioneering
West African pop but has also acted as a form
of Nigerian civil protest.
The father of the genre was Fela Kuti, a Nigerian artist and activist who lived his young adult
years in the midst of a Civil War (1967-1970).
He used the power of community, political discourse, and Afrobeat to challenge the militant
coups that arose from colonialist dissension.
The impact of Fela Kuti’s legacy is visible to the
Bay Area today; the annual “Afrofunk Festival”
has made its way to venues in San Francisco,
Seattle, Portland, Santa Barbara, and Los Angeles.
One Saint Mary’s course has brought Afrobeat and other non-European musical and dance
traditions to the classroom. Professors Sixto
Montesinos and Rogelio Lopez Garcia are offering the course “World Music and Dance”
(PERFA 014-01) this spring, which educates
students on the complexities of musical composition that stem beyond Western music theory.
According to Professor Montesinos, most
music theory taught in schools focuses mostly on the musical styles and techniques of
18th-century European composers like Mozart
and Beethoven. This eurocentric approach, he
says, excludes other interesting and more complex types of music theory like Indian or Indonesian music theories.
“It’s alarming that many musicians have spent
their entire lives and careers only studying the
styles of 18th-century European composers
when there is so much more out there to know!”
Montesinos says.
Professor Montesinos finds it surprising that
many students do not know who Fela was but
hopes that students can appreciate his career
and the influence he had in music. Montesinos also hopes that students can appreciate the
depths and complexities of African music.
“There are many limiting stereotypes about
African music out there that the story and music of Fela debunks. For example, people think
African music is only drums. That’s incorrect,”
Montesinos says. “There is so much more than
drums. Fela’s music combines jazz and also highlife and has so many different instrumentations,
saxophone, guitars, trumpets, etc! That’s what
this class hopes to accomplish. Debunking stereotypes and focusing truly on the richness of
dance and
musical traditions not
only in Africa but also
from other
regions explored like
Indonesia, Middle
East, México.”
(Image Courtesy Writer)
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“How to Be an Antiracist” Added to Seminar-001
New text added to seminar 001 after pressure from student leaders on campus
By Amaya Griego
News Reporter

Dr. Ibram X. Kendi’s seminal text
“How to Be an Antiracist’’ first hit
the shelves in 2019, sparking international conversation about race and
racism. Kendi is the Founding Director of Boston University’s Center
for Antiracist Research. Five of his
books have been #1 New York Times
bestsellers, including “How to Be an
Antiracist,” which has been added to
the Seminar-001: Critical Strategies
& Great Questions curriculum. It
is being read for the first time this
spring.
The book blends personal anecdotes with explanations of terms and
concepts. In Chapter 5, Kendi defines
terms like “ethnic antiracism” and
“racism” while reflecting on his bullying of a Ghanian-American classmate
in middle school. “Race and racism
in this country is experienced in a
deeply personalized way,” he says.
“The best way to write this text was to
be deeply personal, but then simultaneously have history and empirical
data and social commentary. It’s of
course not just a personal matter.”
In the fall of 2020, a group of eight
Engaged Learning Facilitators (ELFs)
at Saint Mary’s, including the Associate Director of Community Engagement Sarah Beth Dempsey, read the
book as a group. “We each led a discussion on a chapter or two when we

would meet,” senior ELF Sarah Kaminsky says. “I feel like we all grew. Who I
was before we read that book and the
way I understood myself and who I was
becoming was different.”
They soon organized a petition to
incorporate “How to Be an Antiracist”
into the Seminar curriculum. “Aliya Patel really
pushed for us to
do this. She was,
I’d say, the biggest
driving force in
the action-taking,” ELF Myla
Love ‘22 says.
“She really took
so much action
and I think we
were all inspired
by the amount of
effort she put in. I
put it on all social
media and we
were all actively
campaigning after Aliya kind of
got it started.”
Professor Ellen
Rigsby, faculty
member and Pro(Image Courtesy
gram Director of
Seminar, remembers the
ELFs approaching her with the petition. “They came to a governing board
meeting and gave a presentation on
why they thought the text was so good,
specifically for Seminar,” she recalls.

“The governing board read it and had a
discussion about it and agreed.”
The first-year students will read the
first five chapters of the book, a decision
which the governing board takes seriously. Seminar texts must range in genres
and topics, allow for “complex interpretation,” and be accessible without context
or prior
knowledge
of the text.
“It’s hard on
the bookstore
when we
change texts
or editions,”
Rigsby says.
“It’s hard
on students
because then
suddenly
there’s not
a market of
used copies
available. It’s
hard on faculty because
they have
to prepare
for another
new text that
Ibram X. Kendi)
might not be
inside their discipline.”
Regardless, Rigsby thinks it’s a fundamental text on identity. “I want students
to think about their identity in ways
that are deep and complex like Kendi
does,” she says. “Identity isn’t an explicit

discourse in most of the ancient world.
I think it’ll bring a lot to the older texts
we discuss, like Antigone or the Melian
Dialogue.”
As for the students who brought the
text to Seminar, they are excited to see
what comes from reading this text. “I’m
most excited for self-discussion. Seminar is a class that everyone can take,
so everyone therefore has access to the
ability to self-reflect. I think that’s really
gonna be powerful,” Love says. “My
biggest takeaway is that Black people
can be a part of oppressive systems.
I was always taught that we can’t be
racist. When I leave, I’m looking into
school psychology and looking at school
curriculum. I recognize my privilege
and want to help change policies that are
oppressive.”
“Hopefully students understand their
impact and their power on campus to
be able to organize and create change in
the way that we were able to,” ELF Anna
Burke ‘22 shares. “I don’t think we understood that as a possibility before we
started. Students have the most power to
change.”
“I think it promotes the idea ‘Enter to
learn, leave to serve,’” Kaminsky brings
up. “The end of the book encourages
you to actually do something. It kind
of embodies and promotes the message
that Saint Mary’s says they have. If eight
people reading a book can change the
Seminar curriculum forever, what can
1000 students reading a book each year
do?”

Power & Purpose: Reflections from the African Art Collection

By Ariana Perez and Theo Zittel
Visiting News Reporters

On February 24th, the Saint Mary’s
College Museum of Art celebrated the
opening of their Spring exhibition,
“Power & Purpose: Reflections from
the African Art Collection.” Curated
by Dr. Kathy Littles, an alumnus of
Saint Mary’s College, the collection
displays art from various tribes across
Africa, challenging Western perceptions of African art whilst emphasizing the rich history and diversity of
cultures within Africa. Moreover, the
collection desires to spark conversation around colonialism and the ethicalities behind a museum’s obtaining
and displaying of art, particularly for
those affected by the African diaspora
and those who desire restitution and
reclamation for not just stolen works
but stolen history.
Dr. Littles recalls her post-graduate
work at the de Young Museum, where
she worked at the African Art exhibit.
There, she noticed how much of the
African Art on display was admired
for its sculptural properties, with little information given on its origin and
use within its cultural and communal context. The Power and Purpose
collection serves to return the viewing of African Art within its cultural

realm, with the museum hosting several
plaques that give in depth information
on the role of community and spirituality in regards to the works and their
use in tradition. Kuba Cloth from Central Africa (The Democratic Republic of
Congo), tells of matriarchs and the role
of women in the community, of their
critical part in creating the elaborate
textiles through a complex process.
In addition, ceremonial masks give insight into the role of performance art
within many African tribal communities, with the masks fashioned after and
for important members of the community and utilized in ceremonies and
rites of passages. Towards the back of
the exhibit lies an ancestral altar where
members of the community are encouraged to engage in the spiritual reverence
of their ancestors. However, despite
the descriptions of the works history
and function, many of the artworks are
nonetheless missing their creators, places of origin, and other notable information. The second half of the exhibit
serves to reflect on these issues, of why
these works, which are primarily meant
for communal practices, are in collections and museums in the first place.
The purpose of the art exhibit is to
compel the observer to raise questions

in response to the displayed collection. Do
these objects belong in a museum? Whose
art is it, and what is its origin? What is the
story behind the pieces that I am looking
at? Through questioning the restitution
that occurs when African art is taken away
from Africa without permission, the exhibit invites all to situate themselves in
shifting the narrative away from simply
observing art to entering a conversation
around its origins and history of display.
At first glance, many object labels for the
art pieces do not show a specific creation
date. While a predetermined location of
origin may be displayed, the history behind the pieces has been taken from them.
Dr. Kathy Littles shares that the role of
museums exists in the living identities
that are showcased within them. Thus, this
leads back to the ethicality of displaying
art in different art exhibits, which is one
of the foundational goals that the show
seeks to create. In addition, it creates an
environment where these sorts of questions can be raised—a significant portion
of the art in museums has missing information. One of the ways the exhibit raises
awareness of this issue is by concerning
the role that colonization and the history
of colonialism play in the convention of
stolen art.
Displaying a documentary of King Leopold of Belgium, who holds one of the

largest collections of African artworks,
indicates his crimes in the Democratic
Republic of Congo. The colonization of
European powers in Africa led to African artwork being treated as artifacts
of the colonized rather than living people’s living works with heavy cultural
significance in culture and community.
A section in the exhibit titled “Mapping
Meaning” helps shape the meaning and
place of the identity of the art that is
showcased. Through June 19th, 2022,
a designated location of origin for each
piece, or the ethnic tribe that created
such pieces, will be added to the map.
This section of the exhibit is interactive and meant to allow viewers to engage themselves with the conversation
surrounding the origin of each piece
throughout the collection.
With the multiplicity of views shared by
curators, museums boards, and political
officials, a small section allows members
of the SMC community to share their
thoughts and opinions on the matter
themselves, promoting community engagement. In addition, we invite anyone
who may be interested in visiting and
seeing the exhibit for themselves to contribute formative insight that can add to
the overall conversation of the exhibition.
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A Conversation With PBS’s Yamiche Alcindor
By Kamryn Sobel

She used this to discuss the role of
journalism, for learning about the
ugly parts of American history and
As part of the East Bay Leaderexposes that journalism can be a
ship Series, American Journalist
part of the learning curve because
Yamiche Alcindor examined the
the public can easily access this
“current political issues facing
information. “Journalists during
America, how economic and
these times are having to reckracial segregation have impacted
on with issues that we have not
her life as an immigrant from
reckoned with in the past.” She
Haiti, and her decision to pursue
continued that journalism should
journalism in search of truth.”
have the responsibility of addressThe East Bay Leadership Council
ing these issues, “where we want
hosted Alicindor, an award-winto teach people, about ideals and
ning political journalist, Anchor
opinions that people don’t hold the
of Washington Week, and White
same views.”
House Correspondent for PBS
After finishing her brief discussion
NewsHour. Saint Mary’s is a
on her experience as a journalist,
sponsor of the East Bay Leadershe then answered questions from
ship Series.
Yamiche
Alcindor
expands
on
her
journey
of
being
an
American
Journalist
the audience. Alcindor expands
Alcindor began by discuss(Image
Courtesy
The
Wrap)
on the idea that journalism should
ing the pressing issues of the
be a place where people can learn
political affairs the pandemic
virus, they cannot easily quaranwere locked out of the Supreme
about opinions that they personally
has brought forth in America.
tine in the way we think of quarCourt.”
don’t. She included that journalism
She explains that journalism is
antining.”
Continuing this line of thought,
needs to have more diversity and
a “medium through which we
She also addressed the political
Alcindor also stressed the imporpush elected officials and people dynamics that American society is tance of journalism being a medium needs to be real with the people.
She ended by saying, “I could not
who are in power to tell us the
currently seeing in light of Biden’s that people can trust. She wants
truth to be held accountable.”
recent nomination of !"#$%&'
people to trust in journalism and to have done journalism that didn’t
support me. There is financial
Furthering her conversation
Brown Jackson, who would be the trust in science because it is “now
on the pandemic, Alcindor
first African-American woman on more than ever that we need to lean stability in journalism and journalism has to continuously go to the
addressed the reality that “Afri- the Supreme Court. She wants to,
into the idea of journalism.” After
can-Americans are more likely
“remind people that the requireAlcindor learned about the murder people, where they still continue to
to live in homes where there are ment to be on the Supreme Court
of Emmett Till, she discovered that watch. People benefit from having
peers that want us to keep having
a number of people.” She confor hundreds of years, [was] to be
it was a journalist who carried the
information.”
tinued that “if someone gets the a white male,” and “Black women
image of Till.

Associate Editor

Climate Action SMC Urges Saint Mary’s to
Divest From Fossil Fuels on 2/17/22
Photos by: Joseph Amir

President Richard Plumb and
Vice President of Student Life
Anthony Garrison-Engbrecht
contacted the club notifying
them of their unapproved
poster violation at 3pm. The
group had 2 hours to remove
their signs.
Climate Action SMC has urged
SMC to divest from fossil fuels,
an energy source that releases
large amounts of carbon dioxide into the air, since January.
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CULTURE
Make it More Diverse!
(Image Courtesy Colleges that Change Lives)
“The Ballot or the Bullet,” and Nelson Mandela’s “I am Prepared to Die.” Another important
As part of the Saint Mary’s curriculum, every step in diversifying Seminar readings was the
student has to take Seminar courses
during their college careers. In the
past few years, the lack of diversity
in the Seminar readings has become
a problem. This has led to the Seminar faculty working to change the
curriculum to become more diverse.
There has been a specific effort to
provide more works by Black and African-American writers, authors, and
speakers into Seminar.
Speeches and writings from influential Afri- inclusion of works by women of color. These
can American movement leaders, include Mar- works include Toni Morrison’s “Lecture and
tin Luther King Jr.’s “Letter from a Birmingham Speech,” Dana Johnson’s “Melvin in the 6th
Grade,” and Maya Angelou’s “On the Pulse of
Jail” and On Christian Liberty, Malcolm X’s
By Maddie Sciba
Culture Columnist

Morning.”
This change in the required Seminar readings
comes from a community demand for more
opportunities for discussions of race and
gender in Seminar. The Seminar website
states, “focus on navigating difficult dialogues around race, gender and sexual
orientation in Seminar classrooms.” In
terms of the push for diversity in Informal Curriculum events, the Seminar
website claims, “We will begin to develop
a new series of Informal Curriculum
events that highlight non-Western texts
and perspectives.”
The Saint Mary’s community raised the issue
of lack of diversity in the Seminar readings and
in response, change is underway.

Come for the Coffee, Stay for the Vibes

(Image Courtesy Entrepreneur and Yelp)
By Kiera O’Hara-Heinz
Associate Editor

With trendy decor, a welcoming atmosphere, and
delicious drinks, Nirvana Soul, located in Downtown San Jose, is the trendy coffee shop you’ve been
searching for.
Founded in September 2020 by !"##$%&'()alumni
Be’Anka Ashaolu ’08 and her sister Jeronica Macey,
the shop is guided by the motto of “using the power
of coffee and tea to bring people together.” Nirvana
Soul is one of only a few Black-owned food and
beverage businesses in San Jose. The shop’s decor
reflects this, with a number of murals depicting
sayings like “Black Owned,” other paintings of Black
folks, and the Black power fist.
The shop is very aesthetically pleasing and, when I
visited, many people could be seen taking pictures
for social media. The pink color pallet and the plants
lining the walls make Nirvana Soul look like a place

right out of a Pinterest board or Instagram feed.
The cafe has a pretty extensive menu with many
different iced and hot coffee and tea options, and
all the plant-based milks you could dream of. I
had the serotonin sunrise, an iced tea drink with
jasmine, raspberry, peach teas, and sparkling water.
The drink really was serotonin in a cup and it was a
refreshing drink for a hot day.
After visiting the coffee shop, I highly recommend
you check out the surrounding area. Nirvana Soul
is located in the SoFA district and is surrounded by many trendy and artsy businesses. A short
walk down the street is the Movimiento de Arte
y Cultura Latino Americana (MACLA), an art
space dedicated to contemporary Chicano and
Latin American art. Their current exhibit, Beyond
the Diaspora, explores the Afro-Latino experience
through a variety of mediums. The exhibit will run
through March 13, 2022. Admission is free though
donations are encouraged.
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OPINION
Why SMC Must Create More Diverse Course Listing for Its Community
There is no excuse for not having more inclusive texts and courses here at Saint Mary’s.
Riley Mulcahy
Opinion Section Editor

different majors and different post-college
ambitions? By creating a more productive
In the never-ending pursuit of obtaining Seminar environment in which texts from
fundamental human rights for BIPOC in
Black authors are acknowledged and celethe United States, one could feel that there brated, and having similarly styled classes
is not much a university, let alone an indi- to ENGL-130, The Novels of Toni Morrividual, can do to combat the blatant scar
son. While it is impressive that the univeron our humanity. However, SMC can help sity is creating a space for Morrison’s work,
students of color by embracing texts and
we must fight for more diverse authors
creating courses that actively help disman- being offered.
tle the white supremacy that is so prevalent
The college can do this by adding more
in this country. In creating a more diverse diverse offerings for The Common Good
and inclusive campus, SMC appeals to stu- and Community Engagement requiredents who value diversity and want to be- ments. The notion that Ethnic Studies and
come more involved in campus life. Also,
Women and Gender Studies Departments
one must not forget the impact of protest- should be solely responsible for creating
ing after George Floyd was murdered and more varied course offerings is not feasihow the Black Lives Matter Movement has ble. We must aim for every department
walked the walk by supporting BIPOC
to celebrate the achievements of writers,
individuals and creating a more diverse
researchers, and scholars of each departcampus.
ment, which will help students become
How is this possible when everyone has more aware of the world of academic life.

Not every person who writes a novel or
textbook is a white straight male.
Although there is always progress to be
made, this is not to say that there are no
strides happening here at Saint Mary’s.
Talking About White People About Race/
White People Talking About Race, a
Jan Term class taught by Scott Schonfeldt-Aultman, looked at the notion of
whiteness in the context of the privilege
it represents and how white students can
help students of color have a better experience. As a student in the class myself, my
biggest takeaway was to continually educate yourself before trying to have a person of color explain the history of trauma
in this country, present due to the white
supremacy that our country is rooted in.
If colleges only select white authors and
a handful of BIPOC authors, then we are
still not even reaching the magnitude of
representation, and it must be explicit.

The Problem with Performative Activism.

What Does Genuine Allyship Really Look Like?
Ariana Perez
makes performative activism
Opinion Columnist
different from allyship on

such as donation links and petitions that can be signed. For
social media? Genuine allyship those who consider themselves
genuine allies of a cause, social
on social media involves the
media is critical for circulating
amplifying of BIPOC voices
information updates and news
and the sharing of critical
that mainstream media drops
resources for those in need,

In the era of social media, social
justice movements like Black Lives
Matter and Stop Asian Hate have given
rise to a new form of activism in the
digital sphere. On every platform, you
can find people with links in their bio Black Square from #BlackoutTuesday (Image Courtesy of Writer)
to donation sites and critical
news updates, if not that, a
hashtag or series of emojis
to symbolize support of the
movement and solidarity with
those negatively affected by
systemic oppression.
However, the quick access
and ease of the digital sphere
has also given rise to another
less assertive, more self-centered form of activism.
Performative Activism, also
known as Slacktivism, is a
form of activism that involves
little to no effort, done with
the intent to improve one’s
social image rather than show
genuine support. In other
words, with performative
activism, the priority lies in
appearing to be an ally for social praise rather than actually
being an ally and engaging in
the larger conversation.
So besides intent, what

when it is no longer in their interest to
cover.
Concerning those who engage in
performative activism, social media is
a place to give a once in a blue moon
post about their righteous dedication
to a cause, rather than sharing educational posts in their stories or highlights, or shedding light on events and
situations that the major
media may fail to cover entirely, but are still happening
and affecting those who are
disenfranchised.
Often enough, genuine
allyship exists beyond the
sphere of social media,
involving the acknowledgment of privilege, and if
one is able, participation in
local events ran in support
of the greater movement.
Although social media is
wonderful for the sharing of
critical information and resources, no activism is more
genuine than the one that
involves your local community, where you can directly
act and call for change at a
local level to help make the
first steps towards progress.
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SPORTS
Embracing Pride and Purpose

By Ryan Ford
Sports Editor

Sie “Savage” Chambers came back
to speak at his alma mater this past
Wednesday, embodying the name he
gave himself, “I’m a savage at everything I do and I wanted to embrace
that.”
On February 23rd, Chambers spoke
in front of Saint Mary’s students as the
featured speaker in the 44 Days event,
Embracing Pride and Purpose. The
event followed a Q&A format, with
Kinesiology professor and faculty cochair for the BLM committee Robin
Dunn facilitating the conversation.
Chambers attended Saint Mary’s
from 2005-2009. While he went to
Saint Mary’s originally as a standout
high school basketball player, his
mindset changed when he started
working with social justice-oriented
groups on campus, “When we think of
the word savage we immediately think
of negative connotations of primitive, uneducated people, but we also
think of power. I think of fighting the
system, fighting capitalism, fighting
bureaucracy.”
Chambers was a redshirt player as a
freshman and played on the women’s
basketball team for over two years,
but left halfway through his senior
year season because his heart and

soul were no longer in the game. “Sie
went on to serve as Vice President of
Diversity Outreach and Education,
graduating with a BA in Sociology.”
During the 44 Days event, Chambers was asked how SMC is different
now compared to when he attended
the school, “I feel like during my time
at SMC, the campus was becoming
more receptive and starting to understand that this isn’t just a christian
boy’s school anymore.”
Among many other occupations,
Chambers currently works as a
“community advocate, philanthropist,
artist, yogi, coach, educator, plantbased chef, consultant, future farmer
and 24/7 hustler.”
Switching his mindset from an
athlete to an entrepreneur was hard,
as Chambers had to figure out his
identity without the community of
being on a team, “Teams are forced
families… sports were my outlet for
being a people person.”
But Chambers was able to take what
he learned as a dedicated athlete and
apply it to other ventures in his life,
learning life lessons from coach Paul
Thomas, who has served as the head
coach of SMC’s women’s basketball
team since 2006, “I look at life competitively, strategies roll over from
sports to business and life.”

WE BEAT
THE ZAGS!!!

Saint Mary’s Takes Down #1
Gonzaga
By Riley Mulcahy
Opinion Editor

Alumni and former basketball player Sie Chambers came back to Saint Mary’s as part of the 44
purpose” in his career and postgraduate life.
(Image courtesy of SMC website)

When asked what advice he would
give to current Saint Mary’s students,
Sie “Savage” Chambers said, “I think
it’s okay to set expectations and aspirations, but also just go easy on yourself
and relax.”

In a huge upset, Saint Mary’s Gaels
beat the number 1 ranked Gonzaga Bulldogs on Saturday night,
marking the second time that the
Gaels have won. The final score
was 67-57, with the Gaels leading
for most of the game. Cheered on
by SMC students and fans, senior
guard Tommy Kuhse led the Gaels
in points scored with 14, and guard
Logan Johnson led the team in
rebounds, with a total of 8. Fans
were given an exciting game with
great play by the Gaels, and the
student section was overflowing
with students, some of whom
waited in long lines for tickets in
part of Gaelfoce, SMC’s athletic fan
club on campus. The Gaels victory
comes off the heels of a three-game
winning streak, defeating USF,
BYU, and San Diego.

VICTORY!!!!!!!!!!!

Olympic Drug Testing: Richardson vs. Valieva
By Madison Sciba
Opinion Columnist

After recent news of a positive doping case at the Olympics, frustrated
fans are bringing to light the fact that
an African-American
sprinter was unable to
compete as the result of
a positive drug test, yet a
Russian figure skater was
still allowed to compete
despite also testing positive. So people are asking:
what is the difference between the two cases? Is it
because the Russian skater
is white and the American
sprinter is Black?
At the trials for the
last summer Olympics,
21-year-old Sha’Carri
Richardson won the women’s 100-meter dash, but after testing positive
for cannabis she was given a 30-day
suspension from competing. This

suspension resulted in Richardson
missing out on the Tokyo Olympics
last summer. In December of 2021,
Kamila Valieva, a 15-year-old Russian figure skater, tested positive for

Olympics.
While the two cases may be similar at first glance, there are severe
differences that prove that there is
more to these situations. Richardson’s case and punishment were dealt with
by the United States
Anti-Doping Agency,
while Valieva’s case
was dealt with by the
World Anti-Doping
Agency (WADA) and
the Russian Anti-Doping Agency (RUSADA). The WADA
recommended Valieva
be suspended from
the sport and barred
from continuing to
compete in the winter
(Image Courtesy of NPR.com)
games, the RUSADA,
a heart medication, which is banned
however, has yet to comment on
as a doping agent. Even after news of
their findings and punishment over
her positive result came to light, she
Valieva’s case.
was still allowed to skate in the Beijing
Russia has already faced troubles

over evidence of doping in Russian
Olympians, resulting in them having
to compete at the last few games as the
Russian Olympic Committee (ROC).
This brings another question: why
is Russia still allowed to compete in
national sporting events? The idea of
having them compete as the ROC was
supposed to be a punishment in hopes
of a lesson against doping. Yet with
this case of Valieva’s doping, Russia has
proved that they will still dope their
athletes. Why should they be allowed
to cheat and get away with it? Russian
athletes are still able to compete. Putin
is still allowed to represent Russia at
the games. Is Russia facing any actual
punishment??
Want your club/department/organization to be featured in the next edition
of The Collegian? Email mkm16@
stmarys-ca.edu to collaborate!

